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and was -apparently careful to naNle..no nares. He did not blame 

La Costa or its principals for the multitude of disasters 

Penthouse laid at their door. The Los Angeles Times article did 

not even make an accusation but referred solely to speculation 

by an unidentified member of the District Attorney's staff 

("What's to prevent" La Costa frem becoming anotherApalachin). 

It also quoted unnamed "federal authorities" as Calling: La:Costa 

a "watering hole" for hoods and gangsters, but this 1,5- fA= short 

of alleging active involvement in their crimes. Neither article 

cited facts or accused individuals by name. Nevertheless, 

Penthouse pulled out all stops, citing imaginative. chapter and 

verse, and implicating by association alone Roca-, Pl.delson and 

Molaskv along with Dalitz. as purported leaders of organized 

crime. Nothing in the prior articles supported this unrestrained, 

' 

indiscriminate attack. 

The alleged "official resorts" relied on by Penth--,se 

are no more probative than the newspaper-articles. • In ;the first  

place, all three "official reports (E.xnibits F, G and it hereto) • 

are unauthenticated. The Penthouse, 12:.e.1 attorney, Gerard ;41e=, 
••1 

states in his affidavit that the authpr.s "represented";t04“r4 

that the documents were genuine, but I must challenge 

responsibility of a policy that world accept, such a representa-

tion at face valu'e f  without critical evalution. I am personally 

familiar with Life magazine's refusal to accept such assertions 
, 

at face value from a writer of excellent repute and established . 

reputation. See Cerrito v. Time 302 F.Supu. 1071 Mil. Cal 1969), 

affd., 449 Fed. 306 (9th Cir. 1971). Li e• 	retained 

a panel of e::perts, on yhich I served, to 1-0.71C‘I the clece:,r.ents 

and information submitted. Life, did .ect take the unsubstantiated 
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1 word of an established investirjative reporter; it sought expert 

2 help, as suggested in the Butts case by Mr. Justice Harlan. 

Penthouse should have done no less. There is nb showing here that 

either the authors or any member of the Penthouse staff wes 

6 

•• 

6 
qualified to evaluate either the documents or the authors' 

very serious charges - which the documents in fact do not.supcort. 

8 
	 It should be noted that'it is not apparent on the face 

of any of the documents themselves that they are indeed official 

10 agency reports. They are mere unsigned memoranda. It is possible 

11 that the documents originatt.d with official agencies, but if so 
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they are more likely internal. documents prepared.by a particular 

member of the staff rather- than an official report cf the agency 

itself. If so, the documents do not carry the weight of the 

agency but are entirely dependent .  on the credibility of the 

 

individuals who prepared them, including their status, competence, 

reputation and access to information: :hey. could even be preli:-

nary memoranda that were actually re-lected  or dical:4—:ov,-.6 

higher authority.. None of these factors can be assessed :there the 

writer is not identified or specific supporting infOrMation 

supplied. Apparently, Penthouse  (and perhaps also the authors). di; ! 	• 

not know the identities of the writers and was, therefore, not 

in a position to assess any of these factors. 

The first of the three "official" doeuments cited by 

Penthouse's  libel attorney, Gerard idler, as having been the 

basis for his appraisal of the La' Costa article was 4 "Report, 

represented to me by the authors as issued by the rfl;„ entitled 

'A History of the Las Vegas'Group Behind the Rancho La Costa 

Operation' noting La Costa's connection with La Cosa4:estra." 

 

This so-called "FBI Reoort" in annexed hereto 4s 
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Exhibit-F. It is written in t:710 style of and may tell be an 

internal memorandum prepared by a Burcau agent. The document 

reports early "criminal interests" of Dalitz 
[ 

citing gambling and bootlegging, but does not allege any present • 

criminal involvement. It notes that "according to J. Richard 

'Dixie' Davis, attorney for slain gangster 'Dutch' Gchulz", 

Dalitz "in the 1930's . . . was the real power in Cleveland, 

and anyone who questioned this would have to deal w4 th'Lucky', 

Luciano, 'Bugsy' Siegel, and 1-leyer Lansky". The author of the 

Memorandum does not endorse this statement attributed to Davis 

(which Dalitz denied at the Refauver•hearings in 1951) but 
18 

reports it without comment. The conclusion. of the "FBI Report" 
14 

was as follows: 
15 

10 
	 Conclusion: 

I7 
	

The DALITZ group, known in L4P Vegas  as 

18 
	

the "Jewish crowd", -are the sole. operators 

19 
	

of the Desert Inn and Stardust,  in Teas Vegas, 

20 	 as well as the Rancho La Costa developmunt• 

21 	
at Carlsbad. This does not divorce them from 

22 
the La Cosa Nostra, as they could never 
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successfully operate without the approval of 

the - Italian crowd. This is quite apparent • . 

front the "red carpet" treatment afforded any 

LCN member of stature. 

Thus, it is poSsible a top LCN member 

may be observed in the Rincho La Costa area, 

possibly as a guest or visitor, but there is 

no indication such person will move in as a 

part of the management or policy making group 
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at Rancho La Costa. '(emphasis added) 

It appears, therefore, that it was the conclusion of 

the writer of this report that Dalitz engaged in illegal boot
-

- legging and gambling ventures in Cleveland. It was clearly also - 

his conclusion that although "the Dalitz group" apparently operate 

with.the approval of La Cosa Nostra, they were not pa
rt of it. 

The report states flatly that "it is possible that a top LCN . 	_ 

member may be observed in the Rancho La Costa area possibly a
s 

a guest or visitor, but there 	no indication such pers
on will 

move in.as a part of the management or policy making .group at
 

Rancho La Costa". This statement directly contradicts the 

.Penthouse allegation (based largely on Ult._ very guest visits 

the "FBI Report" discounts) that La Costa and its principals 
are 

themselves actually syndicate leaders. 

The second "official" document cited by Mr..F..dier. 	is a 

"Report dated April 16, 1967 represented by the authors as origin- 

. 
ating with a law enforcement agency". In this instance it ap

pears 

that Mr. Adler was not even told which "agency" was involved. 

Mr. Adler cites this "Report" (Exhi'bit ( .hereto) for the• state
.- 

ment that the backers of La Costa "have connections with orga
nize 

crime figures". It is noteworthy, however, that even in this
 

internal document no .direct accusation is made. (The documen
t 

later states of Dalitz that "he is acquainted with numerous 

individuals throughout the country, both those with criminal 

backgrounds and also reputable i'ndividuals".) Where, the cite
d 

document referred only to a suspicious relationship ,(unspecified 

"connections") rc.nthouse made,  a public stateme
nt of pctual guilt. 

Unless guilt by association is to receive approval 45 a sound
 

basis for public denunciation - a proposition I do not believ
e 
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this Coart. willing to accept 	it must be conclude
d that this 

anonyous document did not, and could not, sup
port the various 

Penthouse chargee.• Certainly, it did not supp
ort all of the de-

tailed accusations Pen':houF,e added, nor do th
ey appear to be 

supported anywhere else. 
. 	• 

The third "official" document cited by t'Ir. Adl
er is 

an "84 page report dated May 20, 190 concernin
g ''the.modus 

operandi of the organized .crime element' represented by the 

authors as having been prepared by the Califor
nia Corperations 

Commission". Mr. Adler cites this 84 page repo
rt for, the state-

'ment in it that "It has often been said by th
ose who have made a 

study of the matter that years ahead of 	acti
vity,: certain 

.areas were portioned out to - certain clans. In the introduction 

it was established that Moe Dalitz had an Eas
tern area. Later he 

apparently was given, in addition?  an area of th.e noifthern part 

of San Diego County". The "report" itself con
sists Of a collec-

tion of names, places and quotations, largely:  
from : popular 

literature, interspersed with guesses by the w
riter, Such as his • 

surmise based on Dalitz alleged Cleveland past and his current 

presence in Northern San Diego County that Dal
itz "apiparently was 

given" this area by unidentified persons, presumably by "the mob" 

Such collections of raw data, even if unsophis
ticated, as this 

document appears to be, can provide useful inf
ormation within an 

agency. But to release its surmises to the pu
blic; drop the 

'apparently", and state surmise-as fact on the
. front cover of a 

:widely distributed national Magazine, s
eems.reeness in the 

extreme. (Sec Exhibit H hereto.) 

It is clear that the Pent'----  alleeatiorn5 went far 

beyond the _material that is now citc-d to supp
ort them. No fact!: 
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'x basis appears for the assertions that La-Co;:ta'is a syndicate 

headquarters, that Lansky was a founder, that La Costa was 

somehow involved- in the "f;;atergate" cover-up, or was implicated 

in Teamster prosecutions, or was responsible for the United 

States National Bank failure; or for a Baptist Foundaton 

swindle, or, most importantly, was financed by organized crime 
i 

money. As the record stands, all of these allegaticn* appear 

9 to have been the product of imaginative sensatIonalis4,1 inspired 

10 by rumor, speCulation and a single flat aside in the New York  

Times. As pointed out previously, the Times named no names and 

gave no details. Penthouse, however, did not hesitate. to go 

all out. What the Times left out, Penthouse  apparently mace 

up.' It is evident that Penthouse was less responsible, not 

better informed. 

In making this affidavit, it. is not u:y purpose to 

assert the innocence of the plaintiffs. Their guilt or 

innocence remains to be established at trial-. No matter what 

1 their past might have been, if they were indicted by a grand- ■  
\.„,..- 

jury today, they would be entitled to a fair trial. They have 
22 

been indicted by apparently irresponsible. individuals and •a 
23 

magazine in the public forum. Nothing in the First Amendment 24 

25 
or the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court requires this Court 

26 now to deny them a fair trial. If Dalitz and the others 

27 are willing to hazard a trial, they are entitled to it and 

28 its verdict - and Dalitz's associates arc even ...ore so entitled. 

20 /// 

/// 

///. 

./// 
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On the basis cf the p.ipers reviewed, it is my definite opinion 

that the good faith and recl:lessnes.s of the defendants has 

scriel:sly been put in qucstion bv the facts so far develbped 

0 and. t'nat the matter should be tried. Basic fairness requires . I 

no less. 

6 

ri 

G. Roberc 
8 

9 

10 Sworn to befon2 Lae this 

11 	4thday of February, 1976. 

13  

14 Notary Rukic—State of Florida 
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